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Fantasies Can Set You Free
The Emaneska Series is now available as one complete ebook box set. Read all 4 books of this Norse-inspired epic fantasy series back to back, and follow the saga of the powerful yet troubled battle-mage, Farden, as he embarks on a brutal journey to protect his wild and frozen world. Welcome to Emaneska. ̶̶̶ PRAISE FOR THE EMANESKA SERIES “★★★★★.
Galley's imagination is a truly beautiful thing. The plot here is rich and intricate, and the characters are a delight... I believe Mr Galley may well be one to watch.” ‒ Fantasy Bytes "If you love fantasy, action, intrigue, magic and all that goes with it then you need to read these books.” ‒ The Book Geek “★★★★★. Galley is not yet as good an author as Gemmell but the
thing that I find exciting is that I honestly think that he could be.” ‒ Fantasy Book Review "There are certain twists that will surprise the reader by genuinely coming out of the left field.” ‒ Fantasy Book Critic ̶̶̶ ABOUT THE SERIES The Emaneska Series follows the Written Mage Farden as he battles to save war-torn Emaneska from ancient demons set on
vengeance. Unimaginable monsters, betrayal, and his own deep flaws stand in Farden's way, but with the help of the lost gods and a stubborn fire that refuses to die, Farden will fight save Emaneska from its dark fate. The question is: will he succeed? The Emaneska Series Box Set contains: - The Written - Pale Kings - Dead Stars - Part One - Dead Stars - Part Two
Packed with magic, dragons, mystery and brutal battles across a vast world, The Emaneska Series is an epic fantasy saga not to be missed. With almost 1000 ★★★★★ reviews across stores, The Emaneska Series box set is a hard-hitting dose of heroic fantasy and sword and sorcery that is perfect for fans of George R. R. Martin, Joe Abercrombie, David Gemmell, or
Robin Hobb. ̶̶̶ ABOUT THE STORY A spellbook has gone missing from the libraries of Arfell ‒ an extremely powerful summoning manual from the time of dark elves and demons. Five scholars are dead, the magick council is running out of time and options, and the Arka is once again on the brink of war with the Siren dragon-riders. It falls to Farden the Written
Mage to keep the world from falling into abject chaos. Entangled in a web of lies and politics, Farden must recover the spellbook before an ancient enemy rises, even if it means fighting his way across frozen Emaneska and back. In his quest for answers, Farden will unearth a secret that not only threatens the foundations of his being, but endangers the survival of all
Emaneska. Magic, death, and the deepest of betrayals await. Welcome to Emaneska. ̶̶̶ MORE BOOKS BY BEN GALLEY (Available in ebook, paperback and audio) Emaneska Series ‒ The Written ‒ Pale Kings ‒ Dead Stars - Part One ‒ Dead Stars - Part Two ‒ No Fairytale Scarlet Star Trilogy ‒ Bloodrush ‒ Bloodmoon ‒ Bloodfeud Chasing Graves Trilogy ‒
Chasing Graves ‒ Grim Solace ‒ Breaking Chaos Standalones ‒ The Heart of Stone ‒ Shards Keywords: fantasy, epic fantasy, epic, dark fantasy, dark, nordic, norse, viking, mythology, myth, mythological creatures, dragons, magic, mages, wizards, witches, fantasy box set, fantasy bundle, box set, bundle, ben galley, fantasy author, emaneska series
Twenty-eight doses of wonder. From the distant past to the present day, from Antarctica and Mars to worlds that never were, the tales in this book bring news from nowhere-and everywhere. Fantasy is a mode of storytelling, a method of entertainment, a mode of argument, and a way of seeing. Here, presented by two of the most distinguished anthologists of the day,
are twenty-eight stories that see, tell, argue, and entertain. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Dr. Joy Browne has spent nearly twenty years advising thousands of women and men about their frustrations and disappointments. She has diagnosed the ways we get in trouble and stay there. In turn, Dr. Joy has developed a proven prescription to free us from our self-defeating thoughts and habits that allows for real progress toward our goals. She calls her plan for
emotional health The Nine Fantasies That Will Ruin Your Life and the Eight Realities That Will Save You. In this groundbreaking book, Dr. Joy Browne shows you how to apply these simple, powerful ideas to your marriage, personal relationships, career, finances, health, and every other area of your life. No matter how difficult or long-standing your problems, Dr. Joy will
show you how to become a fearless, focused, and, most important, happy adventurer in your own life. That may sound like a fantasy, but you can make it your new reality.
Fantasies Can Set You FreeThe Nine Fantasies That Will Ruin Your Life (and the Eight Realities That Will Save You)Harmony
Life After Death: Truth or Fantasy?
The Truth Shall Set You Free
The Nine Fantasies That Will Ruin Your Life (and the Eight Realities That Will Save You)
Year's Best Fantasy 9
How to Raise the Child You Always Wanted to Be
My Favorite Fantasy Story
The Book of love is the true story of a girl growing up in America searching for the truth in a world of falsehoods only to discover her real identity.
What's the truth about life after death? Will our present state of consciousness change? If so, how? Are we simply obliterated? Will we be punished for our earthly failures, rewarded for our good deeds? Is there some omnipotent creator we must deal with? Will we be okay if
we are simply sincere about whatever belief we commit to? The author has presented a startling preponderance of truth that conclusively establishes this unalterable fact: There is positively life after death. Will it be unspeakably lovely and rewarding, or a disaster of
epic proportions, leaving ones personal world with indescribable misery and desolation throughout eternity? God has given us a clear choice.
When darkness falls, beware of the creatures that come out to play... Fall under their spell over and over again in this ultimate paranormal and fantasy romance boxset! Over 40 full-length novels with heart-melting heroes and devastating anti-heroes, full of romance,
magic, mystery, and adventure can be yours for an insanely low price. Ready to be swept away? Your book boyfriends are waiting… Enemies-to-lovers, alphas, fae, werewolves, dragons, shapeshifters, vampires, gods, angels, demons, and more: with novels ranging from sweet to
spicy, there's a flavor to sate your every craving. You won't find these exclusive novels anywhere else, so don't miss your chance. Over ten thousand pages by New York Times, USA Today, and International bestselling authors and at less than three cents per book, this
collection is a steal, but only for a limited time. Grab it today before it's gone forever...
Behind the scenes of every day life as we know it, there is a world that very few have ever seen. In the last great forest on earth, a system of societies has existed without interruption. The last of earth's fantasy creatures thrive, hidden away from humanity. But good
things can't last forever. A black market slave trade has taken root. Discovery Labs collects, studies, and sells fantasy creatures to the highest bidder. It is a system of abuse and exploitation that has gone too long without check. However, a spark of rebellion has taken
hold of the scientists of DL, and something has to be done. Conflict, secrets, and vengance will clash in a revolution that, with any luck, will lead to a new and just future.
Grimm and Anderson Fairytales, Peter Pan, The Princess and the Goblin, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz…
The Science of Fantasy
The Experience of God
Hunter's Legacy - An Urban Fantasy Novel
The Big Book of Classic Fantasy
The Ancient Ursia Collection - Six Epic Fantasy Novels
Cartea The Hero Paradigm in Fantasy Novels este una interdisciplinară și se înscrie în perimetrul studiilor culturale literare, cu descinderi în mitologie, antropologie culturală, şi studiile filmului. Tipologia eroului este analizată aşa cum apare în mitologie şi basm, înainte de a fi investigate
romanele fantastice scrise de J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis și J.K. Rowling, romane de secol XX ale căror rădăcini se regăsesc în cele două genuri precedente ale modului literaturii fantastice. Aceleaşi romane au fost ecranizate, trecând din modul lecturii în cel al vizualului şi chiar în cel al
virtualului (al jocurilor video/pe computer). Cartea argumentează că eroii par să se afle în cădere liberă de-a lungul secolelor, ajungându-se la o epocă posteroică în secolul al XX-lea. Însă literatura fantastică și filmele bazate pe astfel de romane par să înlocuiască mitologia și eroismul tipic
acesteia, reușind să insufle un nou interes în paradigma eroică.
WHO DO TODAY'S TOP FANTASY WRITERS READ - AND WHY? This was the question posed to some of the most influential authors in the field today. This book is their answer. Here are seventeen of the most memorable stories in the genre, each one personally selected by a well-known
writer, and each prefaced by that writer's explanation of his or her choice.
How can we have a deeper experience of God—especially with all the demands of modern-day life? Author and motivational speaker Jonathan Robinson asked 40 of the most respected spiritual seekers in the world for their expert advice and personal methods for knowing God (and he also
offers his own wisdom in this regard). In an attempt to gather together all the best ideas and techniques in a single book, Robinson asked each person questions such as: How do you remember and/or tune into the sacred during your everyday life?; When you meditate and/or pray, how do
you connect with the Divine presence?; What miracles have you experienced on your spiritual path?; If you had one piece of advice to give those who want a deeper relationship with God; And what does the experience of God feel like to you? The secret methods and mind-expanding ideas of
these spiritual leaders can help you to experience God in an entirely new way. Contributors include: Deepak Chopra, Wayne Dyer, Marianne Williamson, Louise L. Hay, Bernie Siegel, M. Scott Peck, Dalai Lama, and Mother Teresa, and more.
"A Vintage Books original"--Copyright page.
Paranormal romance & urban fantasy featuring vampires, werewolves, psychic detectives, gods, time travel romance and more!)
Another World: Stories of Portal Fantasy
After The Rift: A Fantasy Boxed Set
A Shade of Darkness (Paranormal romance & urban fantasy featuring vampires, werewolves, psychic detectives, gods, time travel romance and more!)
THE HERO PARADIGM IN FANTASY NOVELS
Encyclopedia of Fantasy and Horror Fiction
Musaicum Books presents to you collection of fairy tales, formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Table of Contents: Complete Fairy Tales of Hans Christian Andersen Complete Fairy Tales of Brothers Grimm Complete Fairy Books of Andrew Lang Peter
Pan in Kensington Gardens (J. M. Barrie) Peter and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) Five Children and It (E. Nesbit) The Phoenix and the Carpet (E. Nesbit) The Story of the Amulet (E. Nesbit) The Enchanted Castle (E. Nesbit) Alice in Wonderland (Lewis Carroll) Through the Looking Glass (Lewis Carroll) The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz Collection (L. Frank Baum): The Wonderful Wizard of Oz The Marvelous Land of Oz The Woggle-Bug Book Ozma of Oz Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz The Road to Oz The Emerald City of Oz The Patchwork Girl of Oz Little Wizard Stories of Oz Tik-Tok of Oz The Scarecrow of Oz
Rinkitink in Oz The Lost Princess of Oz The Tin Woodman of Oz The Magic of Oz Glinda of Oz At the Back of the North Wind (George MacDonald) The Princess and the Goblin (George MacDonald) The Princess and Curdie (George MacDonald) Wonder Book (Nathaniel Hawthorne) Tanglewood Tales (Nathaniel
Hawthorne) The Happy Prince and Other Tales (Oscar Wilde) A House of Pomegranates (Oscar Wilde) All the Way to Fairyland (Evelyn Sharp) The Blue Bird for Children (Maurice Maeterlinck and Georgette Leblanc) The King of the Golden River (John Ruskin) Rootabaga Stories (Carl Sandburg) Knock
Three Times! (Marion St. John Webb) The Cuckoo Clock (Mary Louisa Molesworth) Friendly Fairies (Johnny Gruelle) Raggedy Ann Stories (Johnny Gruelle) Raggedy Andy Stories (Johnny Gruelle) Russian Fairy Tales From the Skazki of Polevoi Old Peter's Russian Tales
ARCANE FOREST Get Lost in Worlds of Fantasy and Awe! Read 9 different first books from 9 different Fantasy (romance) series. We hope you enjoy the books you are about to read and meet some new characters to love! Book 1 by W.J. May – Rae of Hope Book 2 by Chrissy Peebles – Eternal Vows Book 3
by Kaitlyn Davis – The Golden Cage Book 4 by C.J. Pinard – Eternal Immortals Book 5 by Kristen Middleton - Wicked Book 6 by Karin De Havin – Jin in Time Book 7 by Natasha Brown – Fledgling Book 8 by Emma Shade – Finding Obscurity Book 9 by Kate Thomas – Resounding Truth NOTE: These are all
First-in-a-Series books. Some may end on cliff hangers. Keywords: Free, Freebie, Vampire, Wolf, werewolf, sexy alpha, free fantasy, supernatural, comic book, free paranormal, witch, paranormal romance, fantasy series
This specially-priced set collects six novels from The Ursian Chronicles. BAYNE'S CLIMB: Book I of The Sword of Bayne Bayne kul Kanon pursues a dark wizard across a decade and eventually up a mountain path, and when the path runs out, up the side of the mountain itself. Why does Bayne seek
this wizard? Because Bayne is a warrior without a past. Ten years earlier he woke amid battle with no memories, his only ally the wizard. His enemies, numberless. Once the wizard fled, Bayne set out on foot after him. Now they have come to the mountain, and Bayne is determined to climb and to
find the truth. Along the way up the mountain, the warrior finds many new enemies, dangers and oddities. All hamper his quest to find the wizard, and all must be overcome. Yet in the end, will Bayne truly want to know the truth? A THOUSAND WOUNDS: Book II of The Sword of Bayne Bayne kul Kanon
has passed the mountain, but now the wandering warrior finds another world opening before him. Odd lands, odd people and the oddest of rules and beliefs confront him. It is a world seemingly run by a madman, yet it might hold truths about the secrets of Bayne's past, present and possibly even
his future. UNDER THE MOUNTAIN: Book III of The Sword of Bayne Bayne kul Kanon has climbed the mountain and traveled to another world. He has learned the secrets of his past, and he has suffered for gaining such knowledge. He has been broken, the scars of a thousand wounds layering every inch
of his body. But he wanders on, enraged. Returning to the world of Ursia, he forges ahead on another quest, a search for an old friend, a priest of the god Ashal. Yet Bayne now believes himself to be a god, a god of war, and he will brook no foolishness from mere mortals. None are safe who
face the wandering warrior. WHERE GATHER THE GODS: Book I of The Walking Gods Trilogy A chance encounter with armored figures brings Itidal out of the desert. For thousands of years, perhaps longer, he has tromped across the pale sands, but now he is drawn to civilization in a world where
civilization should not exist. To him, men are little more than savage beasts, occasionally gathering into small villages though little more. Now Itidal learns of a city, and he strides forward to investigate. What he finds are buildings and bankers, soldiers and slaves, peasants and priests.
It is all young, only centuries old, new to mankind, but it is indeed civilization, a civilization with a jealous god. The high priest himself is curious and always questing for power. These yearnings cannot go unchallenged forever, however, and soon enough another god makes his presence
known, a hungry god with unfathomable appetites. Between these gods and the high priest is where Itidal finds himself. A PLACE CALLED SKULL: Book II of The Walking Gods Trilogy A wizard walks into the desert, a weapon of magic in his hands. The gods themselves begin to gather. The stakes might
very well be the very existence of humankind. To one place do all travel, the desert ruins known as Skull thousands upon thousands of years in the forgotten past. Within those ruins lie secrets and answers. Perhaps more importantly and more deadly, also there lies the remains of the ancient
Zarroc, a race that existed before men, a race which enslaved mankind and created the gods themselves. But some gods are already there and waiting, scheming and railing. WHOM THE GODS SLAY: Book III of The Walking Gods Trilogy The time for the gathering of the gods has arrived. Some will fall
beforehand, others will bring powerful weapons, but none will be the same after they meet again, this time at the Well of Souls. Two mortals join them this time, a wizard who has slain thousands to gain power and a simple soldier from the future. Both will have roles to play. Both will be
transformed. Both will change the fate of humankind.
An inspirational and practical guide to art techniques, The Fantasy Art Bible is all you need to create fantasy and science fiction masterpieces.
Cultivating Healthy Relationships through Insight and Intuition
Arcane Forest - Get Lost in Worlds of Fantasy and Awe!
Unlock Your Inner Wisdom and Live the Life Your Soul Desires
Free and Faithful in Christ: The truth will set you free
Ten Fantasy Lectures on the Sun, Moon, and Stars
My Child, My Self

TABLE OF CONTENTS DEADLY BEAUTIES by C.M. Owens TUESDAY'S CHILD by Dale Mayer ETERNAL VOWS by Chrissy Peebles SEVENTH MARK by W.J. May SIAN'S SOLUTION by Dale Mayer CRUSH by Chrissy Peebles RADIUM HALOS – THE SENSELESS SERIES by W.J. May DAUGHTER OF APHRODITE by C.M. Owens DEADLY BEAUTIES By C.M. OWENS Book Blurb:
The deadliest things in this world are usually the most beautiful… seconds before they attack. Alyssa Coldwell decides to put her destiny as an immortal witch to the side, so she can take the chance to live like a normal girl amongst regular humans before she too is part of the fey world. She wants a break from magic
and all the dangerous drama that comes with it, but life doesn't always let you do as you please. Magic is supposed to be simple - you're either light or dark. But Alyssa is brutally awakened when she learns that life isn't always so simple. There are gray areas, and there is more to being light than simply saying
you are. But magic isn't her only problem, humans have problems as well. When she meets Kane Ice, she finds herself in a situation she's never been before. She's been sheltered by her overly protective mother, so being with a guy hasn't ever been an easy task. Kane makes it impossible not to try... while she can.
Though she knows she'll have to leave him once her body turns immortal, she can't help but fall for him. What's the problem with a witch loving a human? So, so many things. Her world is too dangerous, and her attempt to take a break from it fails miserably when her mother is taken captive. With danger always around
her, she knows Kane will never be safe. But it's too hard to let him go. Kane's not so fragile though, and he refuses to lose the only girl he's ever really cared for. Secrets are a part of Alyssa's life, but she's not the only one with a locked vault full of unspoken truths. When the secrets come out, Alyssa loses
all her faith, her will, and her hope. Warning: This is book one of a four book series. *Descriptive sex *Language *And some really hot men TUESDAY'S CHILD By DALE MAYER What she doesn't want...is exactly what he needs. Shunned and ridiculed all her life for something she can't control, Samantha Blair hides her
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psychic abilities and lives on the fringes of society. Against her will, however, she's tapped into a killer--or rather, his victims. Each woman's murder, blow-by-blow, ravages her mind until their death releases her back to her body. Sam knows she must go to the authorities, but will the rugged, no-nonsense
detective in charge of tracking down the killer believe her? Detective Brandt Sutherland only trusts hard evidence, yet Sam's visions offer clues he needs to catch a killer. The more he learns about her incredible abilities, however, the clearer it becomes that Sam's visions have put her in the killer's line of fire.
Now Brandt must save her from something he cannot see or understand...and risk losing his heart in the process. As danger and desire collide, passion raises the stakes in a game Sam and Brandt don't dare lose. ETERNAL VOWS By CHRISSY PEEBLES (Book 1 in The Ruby Ring Saga) This is a time travel, fantasy, paranormal
romance adventure. Never marry a stranger...even if he is a drop-dead gorgeous immortal king. Never pretend to be a princess. And most importantly...never slip on an ancient wedding ring you know nothing about. Book Blurb: Sarah Larker returns to a cave where her sister disappeared ten years earlier. She walks
through a portal and is mistaken for a runaway princess on the run by a dangerous immortal king in medieval times. Her plan is bold as well as daring—become this princess, wed the king, and slip on an ancient wedding ring that will unlock the portal back home. Then find her sister and run as fast as she can out of
Dodge. But taking on the identity of Princess Gloria comes along with dangerous consequences; and slipping on the ruby ring comes with an even higher price. SEVENTH MARK By W.J. MAY Book Blurb: Like most teenagers, Rouge is trying to figure out who she is and what she wants to be. With little knowledge about her
past, she has questions but has never tried to find the answers. Everything changes when she befriends a strangely intoxicating family. Siblings Grace and Michael, appear to have secrets which seem connected to Rouge. Her hunch is confirmed when a horrible incident occurs at an outdoor party. Rouge may be the only
one who can find the answer. An ancient journal, a Sioghra necklace and a special mark force life-altering decisions for a girl who grew up unprepared to fight for her life or others. All secrets have a cost and Rouge’s determination to find the truth can only lead to trouble…or something even more sinister. Sian's
Solution By Dale Mayer (A paranormal romance short story featuring Sian and Taz from the Family Blood Ties Series) Sometimes the depth of love is only understood when it is lost forever... When a vampire discovers the human man she loves has been captured and hung in a blood farm, she goes against her own kind and
risks everything to save him. Sian Tallant is a scientist and a vampire. Her lover is a doctor and a human. Their relationship is taboo. Taz doesn't know that she is a vampire. But when she tried to break up with him, he followed her into vampire territory and was captured. Now it is up to Sian to free the man she
loves - even though he might hate her for what she is. CRUSH By CHRISSY PEEBLES ***This is an young adult vampire series*** His precious touch could prove deadly… Book Blurb: When Taylor Sparks moves from New York City to Big Bear Lake, California, her life is forever changed when she meets a hot guy with winter-blue
eyes named Jesse. Their attraction is instant, the chemistry undeniable. But sadly, things aren't adding up. Taylor wonders what her 'crush' is hiding. When her new friend, Fred tells her his suspicions about Jesse being a paranormal creature, Taylor laughs. But when Fred turns up dead, she believes every warning he
ever told her. Taylor is shocked to learn that Big Bear Lake isn't just glittering lakes, towering pines, and breathtaking mountains...there's more...way more than meets the eye. Will Taylor dive into a paranormal world she knows nothing about? To be with the one her heart can’t live without? RADIUM HALOS – THE
SENSELESS SERIES By W.J. MAY Radium Halos Book Blurb: Everyone needs to be a hero at one point in their life. The small town of Elliot Lake will never be the same again. Caught in a sudden thunderstorm, Zoe, a high school senior from Elliot Lake, and five of her friends take shelter in an abandoned uranium mine. Over
the next few days, Zoe’s hearing sharpens drastically, beyond what any normal human being can detect. She tells her friends, only to learn that four others have an increased sense as well. Only Kieran, the new boy from Scotland, isn’t affected. Fashioning themselves into superheroes, the group tries to stop the
strange occurrences happening in their little town. Muggings, break-ins, disappearances, and murder begin to hit too close to home. It leads the team to think someone knows about their secret – someone who wants them all dead. An incredulous group of heroes. A traitor in the midst. Some dreams are written in blood.
Daughter of Aphrodite By C.M. OWENS Book Blurb: Falling in love is impossible when you’re unaware of a curse. Crippling insecurities fester and take control when you’ve only ever tasted the bitter sting of betrayal. And trusting is impossible, especially when the man you love has secrets he won’t share. But what
happens when you have even bigger secrets you didn’t know existed? After having her heart shattered too many times, Adisia Titan gives up on men… or so she thinks. Her resolve wavers, falters, and then dissolves when Devin Cole appears in her life. He’s rich, sexy, and… persistent. Every alarm she has goes off, but
she can’t tear herself away from the man who refuses to let her go. The problem? He has secrets, and in her experience, secrets lead to a broken heart. How do you learn to trust when you’ve only ever been proven a fool for doing such? Devin’s secrets finally emerge, but Adisia can’t fathom the impossible. All hell
breaks loose when she learns she has secrets of her own – secrets that will forever change the life she never knew she loved. They were forgotten, written off as myths, and dismissed as the past ramblings of imaginative minds, but the Greek immortals still exist, and they live among us, hiding in plain sight.
Warning: This is book one of a trilogy *Trilogy complete *No descriptive sex *Language *And some really hot men This is a free download. Download this free book while the deal lasts! (Paranormal romance & urban fantasy featuring vampires, werewolves, psychic detectives, gods, time travel romance and more!) Keywords:
urban fantasy, gothic, free, freebie, free ebook, free romance, free vampire, free romance ebook, free fantasy book, free dark fantasy, free lycan, free werewolf, free romance book, paranormal, vampire, serial, romance, free romance books, free romance book, romance, free, freebie, free book, free ebook, free romance
ebook, free romance book, free romance novel, free book, free romance books, free fantasy, free paranormal, teen, young adult, vampire love story, vampires, werewolves, witches, dark fantasy, supernatural, immortals, time travel romance, fantasy adventure
IT'S HERE AT LAST - THE STARLIGHT CHRONICLES, COLLECTOR'S BOXED SET, BOOKS 5-7, with SHORT STORY EPISODES IN BETWEEN EACH BOOK! Box Set includes: BOOK 5, CONTINUING A DREAM EPISODE, REFLECTING BOOK 6, OUTPOURING A REBIRTH EPISODE, REAWAKENING BOOK 7, EVERLASTING Hamilton Dinger always thought he had the perfect life.
But when the meteorite struck his city and unleashed a whirlwind of evil, everything changed. But not all of his life changed because of that. Falling in love also changed him, and Hamilton is more determined than ever now to step up and protect those he loves. With Starry Knight and Elysian by his side, and the help
of Aleia, the Guardian Star of Memory, and her sister Alora, the Guardian Star of Time, Hamilton's alter-ego persona of Wingdinger has to face down the remaining Sinisters, retrieve the stolen Soulfire of his friends, and figure out where SWORD comes in. Despite everything he has to do, can Hamilton truly be the hero
he was called to be? Finish the epic fantasy adventure series about superheroes, fallen Stars, and high school from C. S. Johnson with this collector's set, complete with extra stories of Wingdinger and his friends!
Jump into the first 2 books of The Ruby Ring Saga by USA Today bestselling author, Chrissy Peebles. Book 1 Eternal Vows By Chrissy Peebles Never marry a stranger...even if he is a drop-dead gorgeous immortal king. Never pretend to be a princess. And most importantly...never slip on an ancient wedding ring you know
nothing about. Sarah Larker returns to a cave where her sister disappeared ten years earlier. She walks through a portal and is mistaken for a runaway princess on the run by a dangerous immortal king in medieval times. Her plan is bold as well as daring—become this princess, wed the king, and slip on an ancient
wedding ring that will unlock the portal back home. Then find her sister and run as fast as she can out of Dodge. But taking on the identity of Princess Gloria comes along with dangerous consequences; and slipping on the ruby ring comes with an even higher price. Book 2 Eternal Destiny By Chrissy Peebles Sarah is
forced to face the reality of what it means to be an Immortal. Her powers are unstable and Victor must guide her through the process. Sarah also learns King Taggert is slowing dying and Victor will soon take over his title as ‘King of the Immortals’. But a dangerous adversary will stop at nothing to win, and Sarah
knows Ethano must be stopped at all costs. 2 tales of paranormal romance, fantasy adventure, and time travel! A fantasy romance... With Paranormal elements. Enchanting romance! ageless romance, romance, sexy hero, time travel fiction, time travel romance, time travel romance, time travel, fantasy adult fairytale
retelling, paranormal romance, classic tale, mythology and folktales, medieval historical romance, adult fantasy, castle, medieval, ancient, royal romance, fairytale romance, knight, king, queen, marriage of convenience, fake husband, fake wife, fake marriage, supernatural, magic, superpowers, princess, romantic,
suspenseful, fantasy romance, paranormal romance, time travel romance, time travel, otherworldly lovers,
To kill a demon... sometimes you have to become one. Leia was orphaned by demons at age seven, and every day since, she’s tried to forget it ever happened. All she wants to do is escape the foster system and go to college—to live a normal life. But shortly after her eighteenth birthday, all hell breaks loose… quite
literally… when demons show up and kidnap her twin brother, Josh. With nowhere left to turn, Leia seeks help from Frank, her estranged uncle, who reveals the truth to Leia about who she really is—a Nephilim warrior destined to fight in a war that’s been raging for thousands of years. Thrust into the middle of this
war between demons and Nephilim, Leia must fight to survive so she can save her brother. Along the way, she must hone her Nephilim powers and her magical knowledge if she wants to keep her soul and escape eternal damnation. BUY NOW to jump right into this addictive paranormal adventure TODAY!
A 2nd Helping of Chicken Soup for the Soul
Sword, Sorcerers and Fantasy
Gods and Mortals: Nine Urban Fantasy & Paranormal Romance Novels Featuring Thor, Loki, Greek Gods, Native American Spirits, Vampires, Werewolves, & More
Fantasies Can Set You Free
The Seven Tools of Healing
Tales of Dark Fantasy & Paranormal Romance (15 stories featuring vampires, werewolves, witches, psychic detectives, time travel romance and more!)

For lovers of Sword, Sorcery and Fantasy this bundle is a must have, especially at this price. The titles are as follows: "The Talking Sword" "Ebenezer's Last Christmas" "I Am" "Soul Reaper" "To Hell and Back" "To Hell and Back part 2" and "The Second Apprentice" Enjoy Authors Note: These tales are non-erotic and are intended for all ages.
Sometimes when you break a curse, you open old wounds. Caught up in the supernatural slave trade, mermaid Mila Sealight needs saving, not promises of undying love from a cursed dragon. But allies are scarce, making a down-on-his-luck fire breather her only hope. When dragon Niall MacTeine boards the slaver boat with his brothers, he knows they are going to save people, he just never
expected to be rescued himself. He's been cursed a long time and has started to give up hope. Everything changes when Niall is thrown overboard while fighting the slavers and Mila gives him the 'kiss of the sea' to save him from drowning. That's when it hits him—she's the key to his freedom. But breaking the curse that locks him in his human form requires trust and an open heart. Neither of
which Mila gives lightly. Niall will have to prove he's worth the risk in order to claim his fated maiden. And he will pay the ultimate price in the process. This is book 2 in the Maidens series but it stands alone. You'll have more fun if you read book 1 Kiss the Dragon (which was a USA Today bestseller) but it's not required. For anyone who enjoys: paranormal romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy,
shifter romance, bear shifters, dragons, Scotland, Highlands, Scottish, steamy romance, shifters, alpha heroes, alpha shifters, myth, mythology, love story, werewolf, werewolf romance, action adventure, vampire, witch, demon, devil, psychic, shapeshifter, alpha, vampires, vampire series, shapeshifter werewolf romance, fantasy, lycan, mate bond, vampire, vampire romance, immortal, vampire
slayer, fae, Laurel K. Hamilton, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Christine Feehan, Gena Showalter, K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Ruby Dixon, JR Ward, J.R. Ward, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Vampire Diaries, Twilight, Crave, Tracy Wolff, The Vampire Diaries, Bella Forrest, A Shade of Vampire, Harry Potter, witch, wizard, fated mates, Vampire Academy, Vampire Knight, werewolf books, werewolf romance,
shapeshifters, House of Dragons, How to Train a Dragon, Eragon, ACOTAR.
5 thrilling full length fantasy/romance novels in one volume - 5 sexy heroes 5 strong heroines All for FREE! 5 bestselling novels by 5 bestselling authors with a bonus excerpt bring you Five Shades of Fantasy. This is five complete novels from some of today's most exciting authors. Each shade is a different genre of the fantasy and romance you love the most. A star-studded anthology of thrilling,
action-packed and totally swoon-worthy first books from five different fantasy series by your favorite female authors. Shade 1 - YA Paranormal Fantasy Blurb: What if you fall in love with the one person you are destined to kill? Ignite by bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis. Shade 2 - YA Paranormal Romance Blurb: lurks in the dead of night... Blur by bestselling author Kristen Middleton (who hit #4 as a
ranked author in horror). Shade 3 – YA Fantasy with Paranormal Powers Blurb: The sins of the father are the sins of the son, or in this case the daughter. Rae of Hope by bestselling author WJ May Shade 4 - New Adult Urban Fantasy Romance Blurb: Fire, Water, Air and Earth. Nothing could stop her from changing. Element by bestselling author CM Doporto Shade 5 – Paranormal romance and
fantasy adventure. Blurb: Mistaken identity comes along with dangerous consequences; and slipping on an ancient, ruby wedding ring comes with an even higher price. Eternal Vows by bestselling author Chrissy Peebles of more than ten novels including the popular series The Zombie Chronicles Keywords: Free, Freebie, Vampire, Werewolf, Sexy Alpha, Free fantasy, Free Paranormal, Witch,
Paranormal Romance, Fantasy Series Bonus excerpt Prequel from Mande Matthews
This book deals with the problems of today and Introduces us to the truth. and the facts we need to know in order to understand The Truth Shall Set You Free .● CHAPTER ONE FOUNDATION OF EVERYTHING One Nation Join Hands, Watercolor, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER TWO ATTACKED BY SO MANY UNBELIEVERS The World in His Hands, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER
THREE THE BOOKS OF MANY GREAT BOOKS The Book of Wisdom, Watercolor Painting E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER FOUR FACTS EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE TRUTH His Eyes upon the Nation, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER FIVE KNOW YOUR RELIGION When He Comes Back Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER SIX FAILURE IN
THE HEART OF MAN Old Oak Tree Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER SEVEN ARE WE DESTROYING OUR YOUTH TODAY Black Madonna, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER EIGHT FALSE PROPHETS Sins Unfolding, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER NINE SATAN, THE DOWNFALL TO THIS GENERATION The Evening Service, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER
TEN HAVE WE NO LOVE FOR GOD AND HIS SON? Vision of A Better Place, Oil Painting, E. McGimpsey ●CHAPTER ELEVEN ONE GOD, ONE SON, ONE BLOOD OF ALL NATIONS In That Mountain,Oil Painting, E.McGimpsey
The Book of Love
Christina - A Sci-Fi/Fantasy Romance
The Sword of Bayne Trilogy, and The Walking Gods Trilogy
All Your Favorite Original Stories Plus 20 Bonus Stories for the Next 20 Years
Exploring Intimacy
In these 11 stories of portal fantasy, follow adventurous protagonists into the woods, through a mysterious locked door, or hide in a seemingly innocent supply closet. Each unique story takes characters out of their world and into another where they will discover their strengths and destinies
in strange and enigmatic worlds. Contains stories by: Helen Mihajlovic Brenda Morris Randee Dawn Ken Grant Miranda Morrissey KN Nguyen Elana Gomel Katie Jordan Kate Seger Daniel Robichaud Kara Race-Moore
The twentieth anniversary edition of the original Chicken Soup for the Soul is brimming with even more hope and inspiration—the stories you’ve always loved, plus bonus stories, plus 20 bonus stories from today’s thought leaders. Twenty years later, Chicken Soup for the Soul continues to open
the heart and rekindle the spirit. Celebrate the twentieth anniversary with the classic book that inspired millions—reinvigorated with bonus stories of inspiration! You will find hope and inspiration in these 101 heartwarming stories about counting your blessings, thinking positive, and
overcoming challenges.
Creating true intimacy takes work, and many people don't know where to begin. Basing her work on both psychological and social research, Robins offers a roadmap to the relationship between intuition_our sixth sense_and creating true intimacy. Offering simple mindfulness and reflective
exercises, she helps readers learn to integrate ideas from both Eastern and Western approaches into everyday practice that is intended to both open and protect our mental, physical, emotional and spiritual health.
Presents articles on the horror and fantasy genres of fiction, including authors, themes, significant works, and awards.
Five Shades of Fantasy
More Stories to Open the Heart and Rekindle the Spirit
Fantasy and Passion
The Big Book of Fairytales & Fantasy Classics
5 Paranormal Romance & Urban Fantasy books; including Vampire, werewolves, witches and more
The Starlight Chronicles: An Epic Fantasy Adventure Series: Collector Set #2, Books 5-7
The planet Gareth is being destroyed as the Rose sisters prepare to leave. They agree to travel in one body--Christina's. She takes the soul-spirits of Toni and Josy into herself, reduces her body physics to light waves, and travels at the speed of light through space. She arrives in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado via sunbeam and materializes on the naked back of sunbathing Mac Dakota, aka "Alley-cat-mac." He thinks he brought her home from his brother's bachelor party. This
is a romance novel, so you know it should end happily-gal and guy-wise. But there is more--much more than romance! Gareth was an older, more evolved planet, and Christina tells us of her culture: Why no governments, no religions, no doctors, hospitals, crime or jails. Why all males were hermaphrodites. Why their attitudes about sex and love were/are unique. If you want to know too, please read this book.
Through the experiences of others, readers from all walks of life can learn the gift of love, the power of perseverance, the joy of parenting and the vital energy of dreaming. Share the magic that will change forever how you look at yourself and the world around you.
This boxed set contains the first 3 books in the AFTER THE RIFT fantasy series: The Palace of Lost Memories The Echo of Broken Dreams The Whisper of Silenced Voices The entire series comprises of 6 books. ABOUT THE SERIES The king’s magnificent palace was built in a matter of weeks. No one saw the builders, no villagers are allowed beyond the gilded gate, and only one servant has ever left. The haunted look in her eyes as she was recaptured by the palace guards
is something Josie, daughter of the village doctor, has never forgotten. For Josie, the palace is a mystery that grows more intriguing after she meets the captain of the guards, a man known only as Hammer, as mysterious and captivating as the palace itself. Whispers of magic fuel Josie’s desire to uncover the truth, but an ordinary girl like her can only dream of ever being invited inside. When the king decides to take a wife from among the eligible daughters of the noble families,
the palace gates are finally thrown open and the kingdom’s elite pour in. In a court where old rivalries and new jealousies collide, the king’s favorite is poisoned and the doctor is summoned. As her father’s assistant, Josie finally sees inside the lavish walls, but she soon learns the palace won’t surrender its secrets easily, for not a single resident, from the lowest servant to the king himself, has a memory from before the palace existed. In the search for the truth, Josie is drawn
deeper into danger, and the answers she seeks might shake the very foundations of the kingdom.
Nine fantasy novels in one magical box set. Tag along with modern humans as they face off against heroes, Norse and Greek gods, and monsters of old … over one million words of divinely (and diabolically) inspired fantasy, adventure, and romance. Join the freshest voices in paranormal romance and urban fantasy, New York Times, USA Today, and Amazon bestselling authors, on unique journeys to heaven, hell, and worlds beyond. Get this heavenly fantasy box set ... before
it’s too late! ABOUT THE BOOKS: Elsker by S. T. Bende Kristia Tostenson just found out her new boyfriend is the Norse God of Winter, and an immortal assassin destined to die at Ragnarok. Her orderly life just got very messy. Wolves I Bring the Fire Part I - A Loki Series by C. Gockel When Amy prays for help, Loki the Norse God of Mischief and Chaos isn’t the savior she has in mind. Loki can’t ignore Amy’s summons, but he can insist she help him outwit Odin, Leader
of the Nine Realms. The start of a USA Today bestselling series! Chosen by Christine Pope When a fatal fever nearly wipes out the entire world's population, the survivors of what became known as "the Dying" believe the worst is in the past. Little do they know…. Nolander by Becca Mills A young woman from small-town Wisconsin discovers that monsters are real — and that she might just be one herself. Twin Souls by DelSheree Gladden Uriah and Claire didn’t believe in
their tribal stories until Claire’s poisoned and those myths spring to life to test their love and unravel destiny. Blood Debt by Nancy Straight A mythological romance: Camille is denied her father's identity until her mother's death. She discovers a family she never dreamed of and a world that should not exist. The Forgotten Ones by Laura Howard Can the magical Tuatha de Danaan, the forgotten people of Ireland, help Allison restore her mother's sanity? Relentless by Karen
Lynch Sara Grey lives a double life until a fateful encounter with a sadistic vampire and a fearless warrior exposes her powerful gifts and changes the course of her life forever. Hidden Blade by Pippa DaCosta The once-revered ancient Egyptian gods aren’t dead. They’re back. And soul eater Private Investigator, Ace Dante, is in their way. This boxset of Greek mythology, Norse myth, and fairy tale inspired paranormal and urban fantasy isn't as immortal as its characters.
Download it before it is gone!
If you're a fan of Greek Mythology, Norse Mythology, Irish Fairy Tales, American Indian Myths or Angels ... read on ...
Fantasy Art Bible
Realm of Darkness: A Limited Edition Fantasy and Paranormal Collection
Kissed by Fire (Mermaid and Dragon shifter paranormal romance urban fantasy in Scotland)
Facts Everyone Needs to Know, in Order to Understand the Truth
The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year, Volume Thirteen
If you want to find and treat the real causes of the problems youre facing and take your healing to a higher level, then you need to do some work. That means not only striving to change the conditions you currently face but taking steps to change what brought problems or issues into your life in the first place. In other words, treating both the symptoms and the causes will help
you get better results than focusing on one or the other. Steven M. Hall, M.D., gives you a blueprint to do both in this guide to healing. The tools he shares will help you: recognize when something in your life is not working; identify foundational beliefs that contribute to problems; change beliefs when necessary; and focus on solutions instead of problems. Hall doesnt tell you
how to eat or exercise, and he doesnt preach about visualizing or saying positive affirmations. Rather, he concentrates on getting to the root causes of your issues and mastering seven straightforward tools to live a longer, healthier, and happier life.
A librarian helps a desperate student find the door into a book; Sir Thomas Moore’s head is stolen and a messy rescue ensues; a mother sells a piece of her memory so her daughter can afford an education. Science fiction is the story of what if and what comes next. It’s more playful, more inclusive and more entertaining than it has ever been before and as the world falls apart
around us, it offers us a chance to understand how things could be better, or just how a great story can get us through another night. The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year: Volume Thirteen brings together the very best clashes between zombies and unicorns, robots and fairies, spaceships and more in a definitive volume that takes us everywhere from the distant
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Download Ebook Fantasies Can Set You Free
future and the moons of our own solar system, to one last visit to Earthsea... Featuring stories from Kelly Barnhill // Elizabeth Bear // Brooke Bolander // Zen Cho // P. Djèlí Clark // John Crowley // Andy Duncan // Jeffrey Ford // Daryl Gregory // Alix E. Harrow // Maria Dahvana Headley // Simone Heller // S. L. Huang // Dave Hutchinson // N. K. Jemisin // T. Kingfisher // Naomi Kritzer //
Rich Larson // Ursula K. Le Guin // Yoon Ha Lee // Ken Liu // Carmen Maria Machado // Annalee Newitz // Garth Nix // Naomi Novik // S. Qiouyi Lu // Kelly Robson // Vandana Singh // Tade Thompson // Alyssa Wong
Fifty Years of Polyamory in America is a history of multiply committed relationships, group marriage, and group living in American over the last fifty years. It is based on the personal experiences of the authors, on extensive research of the movement, and on interviews with leaders in this movement.
(15 stories featuring vampires, werewolves, witches, psychic detectives, time travel romance and more!) Crush by Chrissy Peebles Rae of Hope by W.J. May Eternal Vows by Chrissy Peebles Seventh Mark by W.J. May Kindred by Erica Stevens Awakened by Brenda K. Davies Tuesday’s Child by Dale Mayer Blur by Kristen Middleton The Core by Kate Thomas Enchanted Secrets by
Kristen Middleton Captured by Erica Stevens Vampire in Denial by Dale Mayer Plus 3 BONUS books Ravenous by Erica Stevens The Zombie Chronicles by Chrissy Peebles Zombie Games (Origins) by Kristen Middleton As a courtesy, the authors inform you there are some stories with cliffhangers. These are the first books or prequels to individual series. Some stories have been
previously published. 15 thrilling stories in one volume These works of fiction are from some of today's most exciting authors. A star-studded anthology of thrilling, action-packed and totally swoon-worthy first books by your favorite young adult authors. We hope you enjoy these tales of dark fantasy, gothic tales, horror, fantasy adventure, science fiction, paranormal romance,
and urban fantasy. Keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal elements, gothic, paranormal, vampire, quick read, serial, romance, romance, teen, young adult, vampire love story, vampires, young adult reads, contemporary crushes, werewolves, witches, dark fantasy, supernatural, alpha wolf, alpha Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Vampires, Love,
Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy coming of age, dark fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, Chrissy Peebles, Crush, The Crush Saga, supernatural, romance,
mystery, superpowers, paranormal, series, Young Adult, fantasy. superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, supernatural, romance, mystery, superpowers, paranormal, series, fantasy, horror romance, horror, coming of age vampires, vampire
series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic engineering, science fiction, mash ups, vampires, romance, werewolf, fantasy, horror, mystery, new adult & college romance, occult, urban, young adult fantasy, paranormal, paranormal romance, fantasy witches, shapeshifter wolf romance, dystopian, superhero fantasy ebooks, demon, werewolf romance, vampires,
vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age fantasy, science fiction, mash ups , bad girlfriend , vampire girl , vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance, strong female lead fantasy, strong female characters, strong female vampire vampire romance, young adult paranormal, paranormal new, adult romance, werewolf romance, vampires, demons and devils,
shapeshifter wolf romance, horror, new adult fantasy romance, coming of age, new adult, young adult, gothic, young adults, lycan, vamps, dark fantasy
The Emaneska Series Box Set - Epic Fantasy Bundle
Chicken Soup for the Soul 20th Anniversary Edition
A Guided Tour of a Growing Movement
Books 1-3
Fifty Years of Polyamory in America
Eternal Legacy (Time Travel Fantasy Romance)
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